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120 COLORFUL YEARS
4 Custom for the People

Go bespoke. Pick a color, any color, and Highland House will match it on your linen-wrapped table, then upgrade the look with brass ferrules, a masterly designer touch.

Willie Cocktail Table. By Barrie Benson. $3,714. highlandhousefurniture.com

5 A New Geometry

The fastest way to modernize a room? Replace a round or rectangular table with a hexagonal or octagonal one to give any space a sexy attitude.

Sierra Dining Table. By Barbara Barry. $4,046. mcguirefurniture.com

6 GET ON DOWN

Recliner has long been a four-letter word in the designer’s lexicon. Not anymore. This Norwegian number has outrageous ergonomic comfort and streamlined Scandi appeal. Say it with us: Aaaah.

James Aluminum-Base Chair and Ottoman in Cori Mustard Leather. By Ekornes. $2,095. stresslessyou.com

7 Forever Young

Pieces designed for kids are now being made for adults—and vice versa. Style at every age!

Spright Chair in Orange. $815 for four different-colored chairs and a table. woodard-furniture.com. Faux-Leather Mini Pouf in Silver. 16” Dia. $59. landofnod.com

ANGIE HRANOWSKY
On how to pick the right “sit”

“In a living room where you don’t have a TV, you might choose a shallower seat with a taller back—they’re better for conversation. But you want something deeper where you’ll be watching TV. My mom loves to lie on sofas, yet I sit. So I always ask clients, ‘Are you a lounging or a sitter?’”